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Zeros of the GCPF —  thermodynamic singularities 



GCFP 
on the lattice
Glasgow-style

Pressure  
on the lattice Bielefeld-
Swansea -style

Searching for the QCD critical point     Talks by:
G. Aarts, S. Hands, L. von Smekal
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Exploring QCD at finite density     Talks by:
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Compute Z =<Det >. This is

a polynomial in complex e3µ/T

whose zeros can be computed.

Compute cn at µ = 0

Study the radius of convergence

of the Taylor series in µ/T
Gavai-Gupta et al. 2003—



Exploring QCD at finite density     Talks by:
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Compute Z =<Det >. This is

a polynomial in complex e3µ/T

whose zeros can be computed.

Compute cn at µ = 0

Study the radius of convergence

of the Taylor series in µ/T

Issue:
reweighting?

Issue:
higher orders?



Alternative Strategy: 
the Canonical Approach

Recent developments:



Alternative Strategy for GCPF: 
the Canonical Approach

Recent developments:



   Phases of QCD 
at  purely 
imaginary 

i.e. µ2 < 0

Roberge-Weiss 81

µ



Pressure and its derivatives from imaginary      

•Strategy: analytically continue from imaginary 

• Observation: optimal parametrization depends on T

µ
MpL 00 de Forcrand Philipsen 02 d’Elia MpL 02

D’Elia, MpL 04 D’Elia, di Renzo, MpL 05 D’Elia, MpL 04

Below Tc: 
Fourier Tc < T < TRW

Singular
T > TRW

Taylor 

see M.D’Elia plenary review at QM2018 Virial expansion natural

µ



Virial expansion and Cluster Model Expansion



Plan

Virial expansion, canonical PF and GCPF in 1dQCD

Summary of introduction  

Interplay of virial expansion, canonical expansion, radius 
of convergence at real and imaginary chemical potential 

Virial expansion within CME constraints the CEP

Check CME in QCD
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zeros of Z 
         in the complex 

 fugacity plane

2 pi T

zeros of Z 
         in the complex 

 muB plane

Radius of convergence of 
taylor expansion

Radius of
convergence 

of fugacity 
expansion

for negative
mu

Radius of
convergence 

of fugacity 
expansion
for positive

mu

Zeros of the GCPF and radius of convergence in QCD 1d

Convergence
in fugacity

Convergence
in

µ/T



Partial sums reveal the radius of convergence 

Analytic continuation
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The GCPF from the particle number:
inherits the same radius of convergence



Increasing odd n

Increasing even n
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The GCPF from the particle number:
inherits the same radius of convergence



Z1/Z0

Z2/Z0

n n

The convergence of the CPF to their exact result: 
an insufficient approximation produces a negative Z2



CPF, Virial Expansion, radius of convergence and GCPF 
 QCD 1d
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Summary
Results at imaginary chemical potential  offer a simple way to compute 
the virial expansion.

The series may converge at imaginary chemical potential, but  not at real 
chemical potential .

However, the canonical partition functions computed at imaginary chempot 
allow the reconstruction of the GCPF  everywhere.

In the case of 1d QCD, an insufficient approximation may produce negative 
canonical partition functions.  

Negative partition functions have been observed in real QCD and it remains
to be seen whether the origin is the same as in QCD1d.

Virial coefficients can be computed within different phenomenological 
frameworks. The CEM parametrization puts limit on CEP..

Preliminary numerical results suggest discrepancies with CEM in QCD


